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Introduction 
Benign liver tumours (BLTs) are now identified more 
frequently with the increased use of radiologic investigations 
and higher resolution modern imaging methods.1 Most BLTs 
are discovered incidentally during non-liver directed imaging, 
whereas a subset of patients present with either abdominal 
pain or discomfort. While most BLTs can safely be treated 
conservatively, those causing symptoms or with malignant 
potential should be resected. Compared to results two decades 
ago, liver resection (LR) has become a safer operation with 
low mortality rates. Recent series report improved outcomes 
following major hepatic resection at high-volume centres with 
mortality rates below 3%, compared with rates greater than 

10% pre-1990.2 The perceived safety of LR has extended the 
indications to patients with benign liver lesions. However, 
despite improved overall outcomes, hepatic resection remains 
a major operation with postoperative morbidity rates as high 
as 27% when complex resections are undertaken.3 The aim 
of this study was to assess the spectrum of hepatic resections 
for BLTs in an academic referral centre, specifically assessing 
perioperative morbidity and mortality and outcome.

Patients and methods

Patient Selection 

The prospective database in the Surgical Gastroenterology and 
Hepatopancreatobiliary (HPB) Unit at Groote Schuur Hospital 
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was used to identify patients who underwent surgery for BLTs 
at Groote Schuur Hospital and Netcare University of Cape 
Town Academic Hospital between 1990 and 2015. Clinical 
information was collected from the database, hospital files 
and laboratory and pathology reports. Patient demographics, 
imaging studies, surgical procedures, postoperative morbidity, 
histopathological details of the resected specimens, evidence 
of recurrence and outcome were all reviewed.  The Couinaud 
nomenclature4,5 was used to define the segmental extent of 
the resection and the expanded Accordion classification of 
surgical complications was used to score surgical outcomes.6 
Indications for surgery were symptomatic tumours or a risk 
of malignant transformation. This study was approved by the 
University of Cape Town Human Research Ethics Committee 
(R024/2014).

Radiologic assessment 

The major imaging modalities used in the diagnosis of BLTs in 
this study included transabdominal ultrasound (US) and triple- 
or four-phase contrast-enhanced computed tomography (CE-
CT) for tumour characterization and segmental orientation, 
depiction of bilio-vascular anatomy and assessment of tumour 
encroachment on, or proximity to, vital vascular and biliary 
structures. Detailed volumetry was performed in patients 
with a marginal future liver remnant (FLR). When necessary, 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was performed with 
liver specific MRI contrast agents, including gadopentetate 
dimeglumine (Magnevist®; Bayer Pharmaceuticals) and 
Gadoxetate disodium (Primovist®, Bayer Pharmaceuticals) 
used at the discretion of the radiologist. The general 
imaging findings for characterization of haemangioma, 
focal nodular hyperplasia (FNH), hepatic adenoma (HA) 
and biliary cystadenoma (BCA) are shown in Table 1.7 The 
largest diameter of tumours was measured on cross-sectional 
imaging.

Surgical Technique

Details of the operative technique have been described 
previously.8-11 In brief, patients were explored through a 
subcostal incision positioned in relation to the tumour and the 
liver to be resected. For large or central tumours a bilateral 
subcostal incision with a vertical midline extension to the 
xiphoid cartilage was used. The costal margins were elevated 
using an Omni-tract or Thompson fixed body wall retractor. 
Intraoperative US was used to define the relationship of 
the tumour to vascular structures including portal pedicles, 
hepatic veins and inferior vena cava (IVC). Mobilization 
of the liver by division of the peritoneal attachments was 
performed as appropriate for the planned resection. For right-
sided sectoral resections and hemihepatectomies, the relevant 
hemiliver was fully mobilized, including exposure of the 
extrahepatic hepatic veins and retrohepatic IVC. The plane 
of the planned parenchymal transection was marked on the 

liver surface using diathermy, and parenchymal transection 
was performed using a Cavitron Ultrasonic Surgical Aspirator 
(CUSA). Haemostasis was secured using argon beam 
coagulation and suture or clip ligation for larger vessels. For 
formal right or left hemihepatectomy, early vascular inflow 
control was used. Intermittent inflow occlusion applied in 
cycles (application for 20 minutes and release for 10 minutes) 
was used selectively for lesser resections depending on blood 
loss during parenchymal transection. On completion the 
transected liver surface was inspected for bile leaks and sealed 
using Tisseel®. The resection area was routinely drained using 
closed silastic suction drains. Intermittent calf compression 
stockings and subcutaneous Clexane (40 mg daily) were used 
as deep vein thrombosis prophylaxis.

Anaesthetic management

For anaesthesia, a defined institutional protocol for LR 
was used.8 Radial artery and central venous catheters were 
inserted and arterial and central venous pressures (CVP) 
were continuously measured. IV fluids were restricted to  
1–1.5 mL/kg/h during the extrahepatic dissection with a 
target CVP < 5 cm H2O during parenchymal transection to 
minimize hepatic venous congestion and reduce blood loss. At 
completion of parenchymal transection, the cumulative fluid 
deficit was replaced to replenish the intravascular volume and 
preserve renal function.

Statistical analyses

The data were analysed using Stata version 11 (StataCorp. 
2009. Stata: Release 11. Statistical Software. College Station, 
TX: StataCorp LP). For bivariate analysis, the Pearson chi-
square or Kruskal-Wallis tests were used for categorical 
variables, and the non-parametric Wilcoxon rank-sum test 
for numerical variables. Univariate and multivariate logistic 
regression models were used to evaluate the odds ratios (OR) 
and 95% confidence intervals of clinical variables (while 
excluding collinearity). All statistical tests were two-tailed 
and a p-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
Between January 1990 and December 2015, 474 elective LRs 
were performed, of which 62 were for benign indications. 
During the same period, and not included in this study, were 
two patients with multiple symptomatic hepatic adenomas 
who underwent liver transplantation. A further two patients 
with acute bleeding in hepatic adenomas were treated with 
selective hepatic artery embolization, after which both 
adenomas involuted. Patient demographics and operative 
details are shown in Table 2. The diagnoses were made on 
imaging in all patients and no patient required preoperative 
biopsy for characterization. Major LR, defined as resection of 
three or more segments, was required in 25 patients. Median 
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operating time was 169 minutes (range 80–410). Median blood 
loss was 300 ml (range 50–4500) and intra-operative blood 
transfusion was required in 6 patients. Portal vein and hepatic 
artery inflow occlusion was used in 28 patients with a median 
total ischaemic time of 46 minutes (range 12–90 minutes). 
The median length of postoperative hospital stay was 7 days 
(range 4–32 days). The maximal tumour diameters were (i) 
BCA: median 60 mm, range 25–100 mm, (ii) FNH: median 58 
mm, range 10–100 mm, (iii) cavernous haemangioma: median 
50 mm, range 10–130 mm, (iv) HA: median 150 mm, range: 
130–180 mm.

Details regarding postoperative care and complications 
are shown in Table 3. Eleven patients (17.7%) developed 13 
postoperative complications (Accordion grades 1 n=1, 2 n=4, 
3 n=1, 4 n=4, 6 n=1), with a median hospital stay of 10 days 
(range 5–32 days) compared to the non-complication group 
with a median stay of 7 days (range 4–10 days). One patient 
had minor complications (Accordion Grade 1) which were 
self-limiting and included a pleural effusion, ascitic leak and 
prolonged drainage of serous fluid from the drain placed at 
operation. Four patients developed wound sepsis (Accordion 
Grade 2). One patient received antibiotics for a respiratory 
infection (Accordion Grade 2). Three patients had Accordion 

Grade 4 complications. One patient required a laparotomy 
for postoperative adhesive small bowel obstruction, another 
had a laparotomy for an infected bile collection and two a 
laparotomy to control bleeding from the resection margin. One 
patient died (Accordion Grade 6) following a right hepatic 
lobectomy for complex multiple bilobar haemangiomas 
without clear resection margins which bled and required 
liver packing. She died on day 16 of a severe cerebrovascular 
accident.

Discussion
The advent of the modern era of safe LR has been facilitated 
by advances in imaging, improved anaesthetic and surgical 
techniques and an appreciation of the importance of the 
functional reserve and the regenerative capacity of the 
FLR.12-15 Operative techniques, including accurate delineation 
of the transection planes by selective inflow control or 
occlusion and intra-operative US are aimed at reducing 
blood loss and the need for blood transfusion.8,16,17,18 In the 
present study, 13% of all patients registered in the elective LR 
database underwent resection for BLTs which is consistent 
with reports from other centres. Jarnagian et al. reported a LR 
rate for BLTs of 9% in an analysis of 1803 hepatectomies at 

Table 1. Imaging for benign liver tumours

 Modality

Lesion US CT MR Other

Cavernous 
haemangioma

Uniformly echogenic 
and rounded if small, 
heterogeneous if 
larger; no capsule seen

Spherical low density 
with interrupted 
peripheral nodular 
contrast opacification 
and slow fill-in; may 
be thrombosed in areas

T1 dark, T2 bright with 
“light-bulb”; contrast 
dynamics as for CT

DSA - peripheral 
arterial cloud-like 
opacities. NM RBC 
scan - increased 
intensity on delayed 
images

Focal nodular 
hyperplasia

Often poorly seen, 
unless superficial

Isodense with 
uniform arterial phase 
enhancement, except 
for central stellate scar, 
if present; isodense 
portal phase

Similar to CT, with 
uptake in biliary 
excretion phase and T2 
bright scar

DSA - central spoke-
wheel artery; NM 
sulphur colloid usually 
taken up

Hepatic adenoma Poorly seen, unless 
superficial or 
haemorrhagic

Uniform arterial 
phase enhancement 
unless haemorrhagic; 
isodense portal phase

Similar to CT, seldom 
uptake in biliary 
excretion phase; 
occasionally T1 bright

DSA - basket-weave 
peripheral arteries; NM 
sulphur colloid usually 
not taken up

Biliary cystadenoma Cyst wall with septae, 
mural nodules, 
biliary dilatation, cyst 
haemorrhage

May have enhancing 
mural nodules or 
thick septae, biliary 
dilatation, cyst 
haemorrhage

Similar to CT Fluid aspiration, 
cytology

DSA: digital subtraction angiography, NM: nuclear medicine, RBC: red blood cell
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Table 2. Patient demography and operative details  
Total 
n=62

Haemangioma 
n=23 

(37.1%)

FNH 
n=19 (30.6%)

Biliary 
cystadenoma 

n=16 
(25.8%)

Hepatic 
adenoma 

n=4 
(6.5%)

Demography

Female 56 (90.3%) 19 (82.6%) 17 (89.5%) 16 (100%) 4 (100%)

Male 6 (9.6%) 4 (17.4%) 2 (10.5%) 0 0

Age

Median (range)

45

(17-82)

52

(29-74)

39

(17-62)

46

(18-82)

31

(23-41)
Operation

No of segments resected

1

2

3

4

10

27

11

14

2

10

7

4

4

8

3

4

3

7

1

5

1

2

0

1

Vascular Control 28 (45.2%) 15 (65.2%) 8 (42.1%) 4 (25%) 1 (25%)

Total ischaemic time in 
minutes Median (range)

46

(12-90)

54.5

(12-88)

38

(18-90)

55.5

(40-68)

24

Total operation time in 
minutes Median (range)

169

(80-410)

185

(80-410)

150

(90-390)

175

(100-395)

150

(120-205)

Estimated blood loss in 
ml Median (range)

300

(50-4500)

300

(50-4500)

300

(75-4500)

225

(100-3500)

325

(50-400)

Intra-op BTF 6 (9.7%) 3 (13%) 2 (10.5%) 1 (6.3%) 0 

Memorial Sloan-Kettering Hospital19 and Poon et al. a LR rate 
of 15.4% in 1222 hepatectomies,20 while Finch and colleagues 
reported a LR rate of 22% in a total of 129 resections at The 
Royal Infirmary in Edinburgh.21

As in other studies our data demonstrate a marked 
predominance of young women. Both Buell et al.22 and 
Mizhur and Jarnagan23 report that the most common benign 
liver lesions resected were haemangiomas, followed by 
FNH, which is similar to our series. However, in our study 
BCA exceeded HA which were uncommon. Despite the 
benign indications a major anatomical LR was required in 
40% of patients. Blood loss was limited with less than 10% 
of our patients requiring a blood transfusion. Complications 
after LR can be substantial.2 Although patients in our study 
were relatively young and healthy, 11 (17.7%) developed 
postoperative complications. The majority of postoperative 
complications correlated with the extent of LR and not the 

pathology of the tumour, while minor hepatectomies were 
associated with a significantly lower risk of postoperative 
complications.

Haemangiomas are the second most common liver tumours 
after metastases and account for around 75% of all BLTs.24 
Published surgical series are significantly skewed due to 
selection bias and rates of resection for haemangioma in the 
literature therefore vary widely, ranging from 3% to 54%.25 
There is consensus that haemangioma size does not represent 
a valid indication for intervention.26 Although non-operative 
methods of treatment (radiofrequency ablation, radiotherapy, 
arterial embolization and chemotherapy) have been used in 
the past, these procedures are now outdated and inappropriate 
and the only rational treatment, when sound indications exist, 
is resection.27 The surgical choice is dictated by haemangioma 
volume and location in relation to major vessels and may 
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Figure 1. Operative photograph of FNH

Figure 3. CT scan of large hepatic adenoma (arrow) Figure 4. CT scan of lareg central biliary cystadenoma

Figure 2. CT scan of FNH (arrow) with characteristics 
central scar

Figure 5. Algorithm for the management of BLTs
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require either enucleation or LR using an open or laparoscopic 
approach, or rarely, liver transplantation. There is general 
consensus that the only indications for resection are patients 
with symptoms clearly attributed to the haemangioma.26 
Our preferred resection technique is enucleation of the 
haemangioma in the plane between the lesion capsule and 
adjacent liver parenchyma to minimise loss of functioning 
liver, as well as limiting perioperative blood loss and 
minimising the risk of a bile leak.7 In haemangiomas located 
centrally or for large tumours near major vascular structures, a 
formal non-anatomic or anatomic resection may be required.27

FNH was the second most common BLT in this study and 
occurred predominantly in women. While up to 20% of FNH 
lack a central scar, bile duct proliferation is consistently 
present. The previous histological categorization that 
divided FNH into three subtypes (telangiectatic, mixed, and 
FNH with cytologic atypia) has since been modified in that 
telangiectatic FNH is currently regarded as an inflammatory 
HA subtype.28,29,30

The current concept is that FNH develops as a vascular 
malformation as a result of dysregulation of angiopoietin 
genes (ANGPT1 and ANGPT2). These cause hyperperfusion 

Table 3. Postoperative details and complications
Total 
n=62

Haemangioma 
n=23 

(37.1%)

FNH 
n=19 (30.6%)

Biliary 
cystadenoma 

n=16 
(25.8%)

Hepatic 
adenoma 

n=4 
(6.5%)

Post-op data

Patients admitted to ICU 55 (88.7%) 19 (82.6%) 18 (94.7%) 14 (87.5%) 4 (100%)

Days in ICU

Median (range)

2

(1-16)

2

(1-16)

3

(1-5)

2

(1-7)

2

(1-3)

Hospital days 

Median (range)

7

(3-32)

7

(5-32)

7

(5-10)

7

(3-11)

6

(5-6)

Patients with 
complications 10 (16.1%) 7 (30.4%) 1 (5.2%) 2 (12.5%) 0

Accordion Severity 
Grading  

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

4

1

4

0

1

1

2

1

3

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Complications

Intra-abdominal

Systemic

Liver-specific

8

3

1

6

2

0

0

1

0

2

0

1

0

0

0

Re-operation for 
complications

4 (6.4%) 3 (13.0%) 0 1 (6.3%) 0

Re-operation for tumour 
recurrence

1 (1.6%) 1 (4.3%) 0 0 0

Deaths 1 (1.6%) 1 (4.3%) 0 0 0
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and consequently a secondary hyperplastic and regenerative 
hepatic parenchymal response, mediated by increased 
expression of vascular endothelial and somatic growth factors 
that in turn activate hepatic stellate cells.31 Given the low risk 
of FNH-related complications surgery is recommended only 
in symptomatic patients. Because FNH is not a premalignant 
lesion, parenchyma-sparing non-anatomical local resection of 
the lesion can be performed.

Although HA was the least common tumour in our series, 
there is evidence that the incidence has increased substantially 
over the past decades coinciding with the increased use of 
oral contraception (OC). The new classification based on 
molecular features divides HA into four subtypes: HNF1A, 
CTNNB1 (β-catenin), inflammatory, and unclassified.32 
This classification is of clinical significance as it identifies 
the β-catenin subtype which is at higher risk for malignant 
transformation. MRI has markedly improved diagnosis and 
can identify the HA subtypes. The indications for surgical 
resection of HA have been refined during the period covered 
in this paper, but in general symptomatic patients: HA which 
increase in size despite discontinuing OC, patients at risk for 
developing bleeding (tumour size ≥5 cm) or patients at risk 
for malignant transformation (men, older women, tumour size 
≥5cm, telangiectatic type inflammatory HA and β-catenin 
mutated subtypes). Because of the low risk of vascular 
invasion and lymph node involvement a wide resection 
margin and a regional lymphadenectomy are not required. 
Despite the large size of HA in this series, only one of the four 
patients required a formal hemihepatectomy (Figure 3).

 In this series BCA occurred exclusively in women and 38% 
required a major resection for complete excision. Surgery is 
indicated even in asymptomatic patients due to the risk of 
malignant change.33 As BCA and biliary cystadenocarcinoma 
cannot be reliably differentiated radiologically (Figure 
4), formal resection is the treatment of choice. Previous 
treatments, including marsupialization, internal Roux-en-Y 
drainage, aspiration or partial resection are oncologically 
unsound, have high recurrence rates and should not be 
performed. Pinson et al. have reported cyst enucleation without 
late recurrence and mortality.34 If, however, attachment of cyst 
wall to vital structures precludes complete resection, partial 
cyst resection is an option, provided that complete ablation of 
the residual cyst surface using argon beam coagulation can be 
performed.

A suggested algorithm for the management of BLTs in 
which high-quality and detailed cross-sectional imaging is 
fundamental, is shown in Figure 5. Modern cross-sectional 
imaging allowing accurate assessment and diagnosis, 
combined with improved knowledge of the natural history 
of specific BLTs can avoid unnecessary resection in many.23. 

Most authorities concur that surgical intervention in benign 
disease is indicated in patients with symptoms unresponsive 
to analgesia, suspicion of or malignancy or those at risk 

of developing complications or malignancy.35 The risk of 
complications after any LR should be carefully balanced 
against the benefits of resection. The relative safety of hepatic 
resection and the availability of minimally invasive techniques 
should not dilute the indications for resection of BLTs. 
Morbidity and mortality rates of LR may be underreported 
in the literature and should be appreciated, especially 
considering the benign nature and low risk of complications 
and malignant transformation of BLTs. 
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